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ABSTRACT
The intelligence being built into various vehicle types, will not only improve their safety and comfort but
also enable new modes of transportation and new types of services, creating the corresponding markets.
In all cases, it will be important to be able to monitor, preferably in real-time, various parameters of the
smart vehicles’ condition. This work introduces RtVMF, a holistic framework enabling secure management
of modern smart vehicles. By monitoring various operational parameters, which are assessed using
security, privacy and dependability –related metrics, it enables real-time monitoring and interaction with
a smart vehicle or a smart vehicle fleet. A proof-of-concept implementation of RtVMF is developed and
deployed on real vehicles, demonstrating the successful integration of all the technological components
into an actual working framework and its use on a real-world use case. Moreover, we assess the
performance overhead, validating the feasibility of the proposed approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart vehicles will be an important segment of the imminent Internet of Things (IoT) –enabled world,
where computing devices will permeate our lives and will even be easy to design and create at home [1].
Modern vehicles already feature a number of embedded electronics that monitor and control their
subsystems, to enhance passenger comfort and safety, achieve energy-efficient operation and maximize
vehicle lifetime. Superior safety features can help avoid many accidents, and they are the focus of various
governmental initiatives worldwide, which define stricter regulations (such as the COMMISSION
DIRECTIVE 2008/89/EC enforcing daytime running lights in new vehicles). This push is expected to
intensify, to benefit from Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), prompt emergency response and
advanced features like early braking and road lane departure warnings, e.g. as indicated by the “Policy
orientations on road safety 2011-20” European Union (EU) program [2]. Automotive legislation also
necessitates the production of more eco-friendly vehicles, a target partly achieved by subsystems
monitoring the vehicles’ operation in real-time, triggering adjustments to engine parameters. Based on
the above stimuli, the integrated electronics increase with every vehicle generation, and are expected to
rise steeply with the introduction of smart and, eventually, self-driving vehicles. This “intelligence” will
also enable a variety of novel services that everyone will enjoy, from end-users (e.g. parents lending the
family vehicle to their teenager) to private and public entities operating vehicle fleets (logistics, car-rental,
governments, rescue services etc.).
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To facilitate the deployment and operation of these services in a secure and interoperable manner, we
introduce RtVMF, a smart vehicle management framework based on the integration of novel primitives
with standardized technologies. The proposed approach can provide real-time management of vehicles,
aggregating and quantifying various operating parameters (e.g. engine health) using a set of security,
privacy and dependability metrics. The owner and other stakeholders can set policies of fair use (e.g.
maximum speed), tracking the driver’s behavior, and informing emergency services when an accident
occurs. Thus, it allows individuals and companies or public entities relying on vehicle fleets for day-to-day
operations to minimize the risks associated with passenger safety, protect vehicle investments, enhance
productivity, and reduce transportation and staff costs.
To validate the feasibility of our approach, a working prototype of the framework was developed and
deployed on real vehicles. Moreover, we carried out a performance evaluation on a test-bed consisting of
devices expected to be found on smart vehicles and a typical backend infrastructure (i.e. a command and
control center), to investigate the performance overhead of RtVMF.

2. MOTIVATION
A typical car may currently utilize over 80 built-in microprocessors, providing advanced safety systems,
emission monitoring and in-car commodities [3] which aim to enhance passenger comfort and safety, also
protecting the vehicle’s subsystems by providing early warning of failures and/or adjusting their operation
accordingly. Typically, electronic control units (ECU) manage and interconnect the distinct systems [4],
and the infotainment infrastructure provides enhanced facilities, like navigation, to passengers [5]. Newer
vehicle generations will take this further, supporting communication with other vehicles, the city
infrastructure and backend systems. Such prototype deployments are already under assessment in the
EU and the United States (USA); e.g. the UMTRI Safety Pilot [6].
Real-time monitoring of the vehicle’s state and the driver’s behavior will allow public entities, logistics
organizations and other businesses to minimize the vehicle investment risks and promote strategies for
increasing productivity and safety while reducing transportation and staff costs. Government regulations
are decisive motivators of pertinent research efforts. The United Kingdom aims to minimize road deaths
in business-owned vehicles; starting in 2008, road death is considered an unlawful killing, enabling seizing
of the company’s records and bringing prosecutions against directors who fail to enforce safe driving
policies. Therefore, fleet management is now imperative for organizations owning a significant amount of
vehicles.
The European Commission also defines new regulations for vehicle safety, such as the eCall system [7],
which will become mandatory for every vehicle moving in the European Union by 2018. This emergency
service dictates that, when an accident occurs, the vehicle should automatically relay essential
information (its location, its direction and speed before the crash, number of passengers etc.) to
appropriate Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP). By providing early notification and allowing efficient
coordination of the emergency services, it is expected to decrease the response time to such incidents by
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50% in rural and 40% in urban areas, drastically reducing the number of deaths and the severity of injuries
for the thousands of people involved in road accidents every year [2].
However, security-related incidents are a tangible threat, as exploiting vulnerabilities in the infotainment
infrastructure can allow the remote control of vehicle components; an attacker can control turn off the
lights or even control the brakes while on the move [8]. As more vehicles feature seamless connection to
Internet, urges engineers to consider security at the design phase. To this end, there is a need for
systematic methodologies for developing secure and efficient vehicular embedded systems.
Researchers of the Ford motor company have presented a methodology for modeling automotive systems
in terms of Security, Privacy, Usability and Reliability (SPUR) [9]. Evaluated components are analyzed
based on the offered SPUR functionality, assigning a qualitative value (low, medium or high) to each
parameter. They apply this method on real system attributes, such as the valet key and the anti-lock
braking system.
The EU-funded project nSHIELD [10] proposed two quantitative methodologies for building secure
embedded systems in terms of Security, Privacy and Dependability (SPD): the attack surface metric and
the multi-metric methodologies. The latter, a key RtVMF component, was demonstrated in social mobility
applications, while the former was demonstrated in avionics and railway applications.
Finally, any novel components should be compatible with existing vehicles; it is estimated that there are
over 250 million vehicles already roaming EU roads alone [11], indicating a huge market for anyone
involved in retrofitting such modules.
RtVMF aims to address the above issues. The principal concern is the enhancement of passenger safety
and the framework can enable this in various ways: Mechanisms are included to allow the vehicle owner
(e.g. a logistics company or a father lending his car to his son) to specify driving rules, such as maximum
speed and/or the operating area (through geo-fencing). Furthermore, sensors can monitor vehicle health,
informing stakeholders about engine malfunctions or emergencies in real-time. Thus, the adoption of
RtVMF can allow any public or private organization with vehicle fleets to reduce the risks to their
personnel and their vehicle investment, advancing productivity while reducing transportation and staff
costs. Moreover, it can help achieve compliance with upcoming regulations, both for vehicle safety and
green infrastructure management.

3. THE RTVMF ARCHITECTURE
RtVMF consists of various components, comprising a low-cost multi-agent system for smart vehicles, also
allowing the integration of smart city infrastructures into the monitoring and decision-making process, as
depicted in Figure 1 .
The following sections describe the main building blocks of RtVMF, which adopts a SOA approach for the
underlying communications, providing seamless interaction between the framework’s entities. All entities
specify semantic information (e.g. their type and provided services) using the Device Profile for Web
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Services (DPWS) OASIS standard, supporting device and service description, discovery, messaging and
eventing. This allows the deployment of devices aligned with Web Services technologies, facilitating
interoperability among services provided by resource-constrained device and providing seamless
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interactions.

3.1 RtVMF Agents
The multi-agent system is implemented using the Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE), which
supports all agent deployment standards defined by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA),
including the Agent Communication Language (ACL). Event Calculus (EC) forms the basis of the reasoning
process, using the Jess (Jess-EC) rule engine for the implementation. We model the ambient context in
Jess-EC and develop reasoning services based on a formal theory that reasons about the composability
and integration of the underling devices and technologies, verifying the system’s current SPD level. An
ambient environment management theory is responsible for administrating the system in real time. The
Common Alerting Protocol (CAP), also an OASIS standard, models the semantic information exchanged
between agents. Agents transform the CAP alerts into Jess-EC events (and vice-versa), triggering the
reasoning process. The external communications rely on GSM. The RT-SPDM system [12] is a preliminary
version of the above.
At the smart vehicle end, an RtVMF agent monitors the vehicle and is responsible for a minimal set of
decisions (regarding security, privacy, dependability and safety), to avoid unnecessary backend
communications, to safeguard continuity of operations when network connectivity is not available and to
avoid unnecessarily transmitting sensitive information. The agent runs on the Infotainment system,
communicating internally with the ECU and externally with other agents, acting as an intermediate layer
between the vehicle and external entities.
The Command & Control (C&C) center is responsible for smart vehicle management. A master RtVMF
agent, deployed at the backend, collects information from smart vehicles and infrastructure agents. The
master agent has global knowledge of the system and carries out all computationally intensive tasks,
implementing the fleet management strategy. An extension of the backend could use databases or cloud
services to store vehicle and driver history records, maintaining log files and execution reports. Moreover,
the positioning information of the smart vehicles can be display on a geographic information system (GIS)
to provide location-based services (e.g. geo-fencing).
To implement the above functionality, we integrated DPWS along with the JADE agents into the Open
Service Gateway initiative (OSGi) – a standardized middleware that constitutes a module system and
service platform. ECU and supplementary vehicle devices model the provided functionality in DPWS and
exchange information with the vehicle’s agent through OSGi.

3.2 SPD Metrics
At the smart city infrastructure or service provider end, the master RtVMF agent monitors the vehicles,
and communicates information to enforce SPD and safety plans, based on an ambient intelligence-based,
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decision making mechanism. We adopt the nSHIELD [10] multi-metric methodology for modelling and
measuring the SPD features of each entity and the system as a whole.
The multi-metric methodology is based on an analysis of a system’s individual components and
determines triple vectors representing the <S,P,D> features, based on the evaluation of corresponding
metrics. Each measurable parameter takes a value from a set, mapped in a range from 0 to 100. These
values represent no protection to optimum protection respectively, based on a preceding security
analysis. The individual SPDs are also composed to form the overall system SPD (SPDSystem). The system is
configured at runtime to achieve a targeted SPD level (SPDGoal). The above enable the SPD analysis of
individual elements and of their combination, allowing stakeholders to inspect each component and the
composed system as a whole, evaluating the effectiveness of different configurations and associated
mechanisms in terms of achieving the desired SPDGoal. This approach eases human monitoring and
operation of the system, provided the backend application development considers human-computer
interaction principles.
More details on the multi-metric methodology appear in Garitano et al. [13], along with a smart vehicle
use case. Its assessment includes three scenarios with nine different configurations. Metrics evaluate
features like encryption and GPRS/SMS communication, enhancing security and inspecting driving
behavior. The use case demonstrates the simplicity of the solution and its scalability, with an equally
effective evaluation of simple and complex systems.

3.2.1 Examples of SPD level variation

With regard to the dynamic SPD levels, ideal security, privacy and dependability settings may not always
be possible, as congestion may hamper operation by congestion, missing mobile network coverage or
other variables.
So, for example, in situations where low latency is essential (e.g. V2V communications), a vehicle may
resort to simpler cryptographic mechanisms, resulting in a lower Security level.
In another case, the driver may decide not to report his exact location, but a larger area, to obstruct
tracking of her movement and protect her privacy. This will have a positive effect on the Privacy level of
the specific vehicle, as reported at the backend system.
Variations in the Dependability level will be more common. The vehicle’s health is monitored in real time
(tire pressure, ECU warning messages etc.), directly affecting its Dependability level. E.g., when the car
exceeds the planned travel mileage between services, the reported Dependability value will be lower.

3.3 Security
The protection of messages exchanged between RtVMF entities is of critical concern, as a violation of the
framework's security could give an erroneous view with regard to the actual vehicle (or vehicle fleet)
situation, cause unnecessary trouble for emergency response services or even endanger the safety of
vehicle occupants.
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To this end, the framework protects the communications of the various entities (managed vehicles, the
backend, and users, such as vehicle owners) with the WS-Security standard. The latter, typically used
alongside DPWS, provides end-to-end security, with message encryption to provide confidentiality, but
also digital signatures to assure integrity and provide non-repudiation. Security tokens can also be
attached to establish the sender's identity and, as various security token are supported (e.g. SAML,
Kerberos, X.509), it can trivially be integrated into existing Vehicular PKI (VPKI) infrastructures. An added
benefit is that entities without proper credentials cannot discover the services hosted by a smart vehicle
agent, even if they have access to the same network.
While WS-Security safeguards all exchanged messages, to protect the ACL messages exchanged by agents,
the implementation also includes the JADE-S add-on, which extends JADE with the Java Authentication
and Authorization Service (JAAS), Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) and Java Secure Socket Extension
(JSSE) mechanisms. This allows us to authorize agent actions against agent permissions residing in policy
files containing information regarding the agent types and the valid actions that they can perform.
Moreover, it is used to verify the integrity of the received reasoning data (e.g. when a vehicle informs of
its updated SPD state), which is one of the most critical aspects in the framework’s operation.
Moreover, the security features built into OSGi offer inner-platform security on both agents and managed
devices. This allows us to control which bundles can be started/stopped, when, by whom etc., based on
pre-defined rules, thus limiting bundle functionality and providing an extra layer of protection, even in
cases where a malicious entity manages to gain access to the software platform itself, aiming to disrupt
the service.
RtVMF also integrates strong access control, allowing its operators to manage access to the resources of
smart vehicles in a centralized manner. The policy-based access control mechanisms, detailed in Fysarakis
et al. [14], exploit and extend the DPWS functionality of the framework’s devices, to implement the
necessary communications and entities (e.g. policy enforcement points on vehicles). It relies on the
standardized eXtensible Access control Markup Language (XACML) for policy definitions. Thus, a
multifunctional RtVMF-enabled vehicle may feature various hosted services (a location service, a fuel
consumption service etc.), access to which will be controlled based on the active policy set. Such an
example could be a logistics company that allows drivers to track their designated vehicles’ locations
through their mobile phone: the company can simply modify the active policies to give a specific individual
access to a vehicle’s location service; after returning the vehicle, a policy reset can withdraw the driver’s
access privileges.

4. PROOF OF CONCEPT
As a proof of concept, we retrofitted RtVMF onto an existing vehicle, using off-the-shelf components. The
setup relies on the infotainment system – or the user’s smart phone, if a smart infotainment system is not
available, as was the case with the vehicle we used – for communication with the backend system. An
Android-based application runs on the smart device, performing the vehicle’s basic reasoning process,
also communicating and receiving commands from the C&C. The application collects information
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regarding the car’s sensors (e.g. fuel consumption) from the ECU via a widely available and affordable
Bluetooth-enabled OBD scan tool (model ELM327 Bluetooth OBD-II, cost of ~10 Euros). The application
collects additional data from sensors integrated into infotainment, namely acceleration and GPS position.
The insert in Figure 2 depicts the above car setup.
RtVMF can also incorporate a smart city’s infrastructure and, as proof of this, we include a wireless sensor
network (WSN) in the test setup, emulating e.g. environmental or traffic sensors spread across a smart
road. The sensors communicate via a reputation-based secure routing protocol (presented in Hatzivasilis
et al. [15]), enabling them to detect several types of sensor malfunctions and malicious attacks,
guaranteeing network service continuation and resilience. The backend collects and processes
information from the WSN’s gateway, including it into the reasoning process.

4.1 Demonstration Scenario
We demonstrate RtVMF using a smart city scenario that includes the WSN-equipped smart city
infrastructure described above, a backend C&C and two smart vehicles with various sensing capabilities.
The scenario architecture appears in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. RtVMF architecture and demonstrator deployment

The use case scenario aims to demonstrate that the RtVMF backend is automatically informed of all
changes in the various entities and their subcomponents, composing a new SPD state based on these
updated metrics. The set of countermeasures are able to mutually support each other when the system
has to react to a particular incident (attack, emergency etc.), maintaining acceptable SPD levels, while
conserving resources (if needed), also informing and aiding the response of the various stakeholders
(vehicle owner, emergency services etc.). The scenario steps appear in detail in Table 1.
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Table 1. Scenario steps

STEP

1

2

3

4

Events

Power-on of all systems and
discovery/registration
The WSN detects a Black Hole attack, which
causes the Security level to decrease,
indicating malicious activity.
MA is informed through WSN that an attack
occurs and it sends a command to the vehicles
to increase security.
Security level is increased on both Car 1 & Car
2, as they now use stronger encryption to
better safeguard V2V and V2Backend
communications in the context of a potentially
compromised infrastructure.
MA is informed.
The WSN has counteracted the Black Hole
attack, reporting the change to the MA. The
Security level is now higher, as the malicious
activity has been countered.
The MA asks Cars 1 & 2 to return to normal
state (to conserve resources)

5

ECU of Vehicle 1 reports increased engine
temperature, affecting its Dependability level.
MA is informed.
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Effect

Overall
(S,P,D)

Initial
State

80,70,65

Security
level
decreases

60, 70, 65

Security
level
increases

85,70,65

Security
level
returns to
initial state

80, 70, 65

Dependabil
ity level
decreases

80, 70, 50

State
Visualization

6

Car 1 crashes (lowering SA1 Dependability);
eCall message transmission.
C&C now has access to exact vehicle location,
as dictated by access control policies (lowering
SA1 Privacy).
Encryption is disabled to facilitate emergency
response (lowering SA1 Security).

S&P&D
levels
decrease

50, 50, 40

S&P&D
levels
increase

80,70,65

The MA is informed and sends email to C&C
operators/administrators.

7

Car 1 is repaired, returning to normal SPD
state.
SA1 reports new state to MA.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
As a full-scale deployment was not feasible, an experimental test-bed was used to evaluate RtVMF. We
deployed a Linux-based device, emulating the ECU, on a BeagleBone embedded device (720MHz ARM
Cortex-A8 processor, 256MB RAM, Linux OS). The Android-based version of the agent was deployed on a
tablet (1.9GHz quad-core processor, 2GB RAM, Android OS), emulating the vehicle’s infotainment. The
backend system run on a laptop PC, while a separate laptop was used as a gateway for the “smart city
infrastructure” WSN which was based on IRIS motes (Atmel ATmega1281 16MHz CPU, 8kB RAM, 128Kb
flash) running the reputation-based secure routing. Finally, a desktop PC was used as a client to the
services provided by the vehicle (e.g. to access its location), for benchmarking purposes. This setup, also
used to carry out all of the demonstration steps, appears in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Test-bed used for demonstration & performance evaluation. Proof of concept RtVMF retrofitting (insert)

We evaluated the performance of RtVMF focusing on the resource-constrained devices, as documenting
all performance aspects of all entities involved in such complex framework would not be practical. The
benchmark client issued consecutive requests to access the smart vehicle’s location (from the
infotainment device) and its engine temperature (from the ECU). Access control mechanisms protected
both operations, thus, before replying, the devices communicated with the backend to verify that the
client was authorized to access this data. Furthermore, at random intervals, the benchmark client would
communicate with the master agent to trigger changes in the SPD state of the prototypes (e.g. to increase
the key length used for encryption), thus evaluating the impact such changes can have on the
responsiveness of the devices and the system as a whole.
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The master agent is the most computationally demanding entity of RtVMF; its code size is 1.87MB,
occupies 45MB RAM and needs 1.6 seconds, on average, to perform the reasoning process. Moving to
other entities, we focused on the infotainment device (i.e. the android application) and the corresponding
Linux-based application developed emulating the ECU. Their CPU load during tests was not that significant,
with an average of 4.8% recorded on the Beaglebone and of 4.1% on the Android platform. Memory
consumption was also acceptable, averaging 33.46MB on the Beaglebone and 26MB on the Android
device. The most interesting performance parameter is the delay experienced by the backend operator
attempting to retrieve the smart vehicle’s status and the latency of the system when changing between
SPD states; also confirmed by relevant pilot programs, where stakeholders highlighted the need to have
real-time or near real-time access to vehicles’ operating parameters [6]. These results appear in Figure 3,
which shows the response time (recorded client-side) for each of the requests issued concurrently to both
the vehicle’s infotainment (tablet) and its ECU (Beaglebone). The Linux-based embedded device is more
responsive, with an average response time of 93.16ms compared to 198.7ms for the infotainment. This is
reasonable, as there are more processes running at the background on the Android tablet, including the
vehicle agent (which also features a GUI, further affecting its responsiveness). Nevertheless, both devices
demonstrated acceptable response times. Also evident in the graph are the spikes recorded when the
devices had to change SPD states (i.e. had to process the incoming master agent request, change their
operating parameters accordingly and inform the master agent once the changes were in place). These
SPD state changes do introduce significant delays, but they are not a concern, as they should be rare
during normal operation (when the framework needs to react to some attack, when a vehicle crashes
etc.).
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Figure 3. Response time (in ms) per request, for both test platforms
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While the above results validate the proof-of-concept, realistic, larger-scale deployments should not be
problematic either: the only potential bottleneck is at the backend, and especially the reasoning process
at the master agent. Nevertheless, Jess-EC provides an efficient method for pattern matching. The
computational complexity is linear in the working memory size and is of the order of O(RFP), where R is
the number of rules, P is the average number of patterns per rule left-hand-side, and F is the number of
facts on the working memory. In our case, the implemented management theory consists of around 50
rules. P is kept small (in order of one to three) as each entity is assigned a unique identifier and the
scenario events affect specifically declared components. Thus, only F affects the scalability of the
reasoning process. Every new vehicle requires about 10 facts to be modelled, resulting in low overhead
(in the nanosecond range) to integrate its status to the system’s total and less than 40 extra bytes of
memory for the master agent.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented RtVMF, a smart vehicle management framework providing real-time monitoring of
vehicle fleets, including secure, dependable and privacy-aware monitoring of vehicles’ operating
parameters. The framework can maintain vehicle fleets in good condition by constant monitoring of
vehicle health and drivers’ compliance to good-driving practices, allowing prompt reporting to various
events (e.g. an emergency), adapting accordingly, and also informing and aiding the response of
emergency services.
Government and emergency services could monitor their fleet improving everyday workflow and vehicle
assignments, fully exploiting vehicle investments. Private sector entities operating in transportation could
also benefit by adopting the proposed framework. Bus and taxi companies could reduce the
transportation time, designing and adopting better strategies to satisfy their passengers’ expectations,
e.g. by better scheduling trips, thus providing quick and timely service.
Moreover, it can help achieve compliance with governmental regulations but also helps build solid
business cases. These involve retrofitting the large number of existing vehicles, but also enabling novel
services. Such services may include enhanced road insurance services, adjusting fees based on user driving
behavior, mileage, vehicle condition etc., while safeguarding users’ privacy by, e.g., ensuring their
preferences are not violated through strong policy enforcement mechanisms.
Therefore, there is significant incentive to improve the framework further, thus, RtVMF will have to be
tested on a larger scale, to confirm its effectiveness in actual deployments. This will be necessary in order
to collect valuable feedback to improve key areas of RtVMF’s operation, such as its scalability, and, most
importantly, its ease of deployment, use and maintenance.
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